THE DISTRICT COUNCIL AND FOREST CITY RATNER
MAKING DOWNTOWN BROOKLYN AFFORDABLE
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o often, the fight to get Union Labor on an affordable housing
project can be a debilitating hurdle: Members picket, politicians
profess, the media picks sides, and the term affordable loses its
meaning. Developers and contractors often say that affordable
housing can’t be built affordably with Union labor because they
think that prevailing wages will drive any sort of frugality to building
out the window. Unions argue that the developments are never
truly affordable because the people building them can’t afford to
live there.

It’s therefore refreshing
to work with Forest City Ratner,
a developer with a history of
Union labor, a history of building
affordable housing, and a future
that enjoins the two without
making any excuses. “He’s always
built Union,” says District Council
President Stephen McInnis. “We
had to preserve that relationship
during a very difficult time where
contractors were walking away, but
there are still companies out there
who are committed to building
entirely Union." A difficult thing
to consider for the District Council
has been the deteriorating state
of Union market share, but the
amount of downtown Brooklyn that
Forest City is looking to do is a big
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step in the right direction. “It’s an
8 year project, to the tune of about
$3.4 billion, so we locked it all in,”
says McInnis. The fact that Forest
City is willing to do it all Union, and
to really push affordable housing
percentages up is very important.
As Business Agent Ken Bluhm
notes, “considering the current
building boom in Brooklyn, Forest
City is a responsible developer that
is making a substantial commitment
to affordable housing. All of these
other contractors doing it nonunion can’t touch this level of
development.”
The Unions are hoping that
this type of work can cover all
the bases that usually get argued
about when the terms “union labor”
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and “affordable housing” get put
together. “We’re hoping that this
can act as a model to help local
politicians to understand that the
Union can provide the living wage,
the hiring from the community, that
we’re satisfying all those needs,”
says Area Standards Representative
Carlisle Paul. “This is a model
that we want to spread. The CEO
of Forest City Ratner wishes she
could develop into Queens and the
Bronx, so it’s important that the
Building Trades is a part of all this
affordable housing,” Paul notes.
The more solid examples that the
Unions can present, the more it can
turn back the assumption that the
choice has to be between Union
and affordable.
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Incorporated into this
shared goal though is a give and
take on both sides. When Forest
City Ratner needed help pushing
their projects through, “we put in
a lot of time and a lot of people,
lots of Members doing picket duty
at these rallies,” to try and help
Forest City achieve their goals,
notes McInnis. Another thing that
is working for both sides is the
Provisional Carpenter Program.
“The Provisional program wasn’t
around at the time, but there
was always an understanding
that the Unions would provide
economic incentive to help Forest
City realize its goals,” says Bluhm.
Now that the District Council has
its Provisional program up and
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running, Forest City was one of
the first companies to take on
provisional workers at its sites.
There are currently two sites with
partial provisional work, while the
plan is to incorporate it more and
more as the future sites begin
construction.
The District Council
also wants to ensure that the
local community is a part of the
development process, and Forest
City is using the Provisional
program to help ensure that. As
far as making sure that a Carpenter
building the site can one day
afford to live there, McInnis notes
that “there’s 14 buildings, and
a percentage of it is tied to the
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Average Median Income (AMI). A
portion will be strictly market rate,
but you’ll have a mid-AMI building,
maybe a low-AMI building, maybe
a blend building. It’s all about how
the units are divvied up.”
In the end, this offers an
example of finding a compromise
that works for both parties. “We
can try and bang a square peg
into a round hole, but unless
we’re able to work on these
types of partnerships, it’s going
to be rough,” says McInnis. Both
parties are hoping that this is a fit
that will hold together for future
development.
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